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ASTRACT

Albanians had established a meaningful/intimate relationship with their
environment. They embracing natural features and created special
places/architecture/artifacts that symbolized their roots, and were left by ages past.
Natural features and architectural/cultural artifacts were the places that Communists
targeted at for destruction. Over a century, Kosovo went through CULTURCIDE,
URBICIDE, DOMICIDE and ended all up with GENOCIDE. All possible ways that
Serbians used to destroy this culture, disconnect people from this place, were not as
strong as the attachment to Albanian Homeland. It was this strong attachment to
place that helped people recuperate and once again, start over...
Domicide- Killing home, was the ultimate goal of communists. They used
architecture strategies to disconnect Albanisns from place, erase memory. DOMICIDE
was instigated by powerful elite that very critically planned the Destruction.
Communist planners strategically ruined the river of the city “The spirit of the city”,
religious monuments and social nodes such as the bazaar.
To address these issues, I plan to rebuild the Place, rebuild the culture and
identity through architecture, and make the ultimate sacrifice of all heroes and
victims of all the wars worthwhile. By putting the viewer in the place of witness,
he/she would be able to better understand the fragility of the culture and history.
The goal is to understand clearly the aims of the enemy and start getting more
comfortable with the past historical events, and most importantly, the optimism for
making culture.
Again, through Architecture, I intend to bring back the essence of the culture and
history of destructed places. I plan to integrate these important qualities/essences in
our present social environment. I will create a prideful narrative of the past,
incorporating multiple layers of memory and multiple layers of history of our city and
the positive way that it can contribute in our social understanding and social
importance. I will intend to re - Construct culture and place based on the essences of
the studied/targeted artifacts. The ultimate goal is to see the optimism of people for
making culture and being proud of it.

“...in every region, and every town, indeed in every neighborhood, there are special places which have come to symbolize
the area, and the people’s roots there. These places may be
natural features or historical landmarks left by ages past. But
in some form they are essential” 1(Alexander)

8

“People cannot maintain their spirituality roots and their connection to the past if the physical world they live in does not
also sustain these roots.”

9

2

(Alexander)

Place
“If a place is deﬁned by memories, but no one who remembers is left
to bring these memories to the surface, does a place become no place,
or only a landscape? What if there are people with memories but noone to transmit them? Are their memories invalidated by

being unspo-

ken? are they still valuable to others with a less personal connection?9

space and place? Space deﬁnes the setPlace is a rich archive of social, cul-

ting in a physical sense; whereas place is

tural and personal signiﬁcance. Usu-

locality

ally, it is sacred because it is invest-

the

ed with a great personal meaning, a

ry. “Place are spaces that you can

place where life-changing events and

remember,

experiences happened, or it may be

and make a part of your life”11

a place where we can come in touch

People become very intimate with

with our deepest layers.

places and truly connect to them.

Place is an archive of fond memories

Furthermore,

and splendid achievements that in-

memories about places become em-

spire the present; place is permanent

bedded in people that occur through

and hence reassuring to man, who

involvement

sees fragility in himself and chance

tions. There are usually, experiences

and ﬂux everywhere.10

in our lives that happen in a place,

Space is transformed into place as

involving engagement of our senses

it earns deﬁnition and meaning.11

that will cause emotions, that will

So, is there a difference between

be embedded on us as memories.

that

margins

is

distinctive

within

of

people’s

memo-

that

you

the

of

care

processes

senses

and

about

that

emo-

10
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City
“Cities are the molds in which men’s(women’s) lifetime have cooled and congealed, giving lasting shape, by way of art, to moments that would otherwise vanish with the living
and leave no means of renewal or wider participation behind them. In the city, times
becomes visible: buildings and monuments and public ways, more open than the written
record, more subject to the gaze of many men than the scattered artifacts of the countryside, leave an imprint upon the minds even of the ignorant or the indifferent.”3

“ City functions as the specialized orCity is a product of time. The

gan of social transmission. It accu-

deep complexity of layers of the city

mulates and embodies the heritage

is built over centuries. City is directly

of a region, and combines in some

linked to its human history, it is a re-

measure and kind with the central

ﬂection of its humans history and their

cultural heritage of larger units, na-

culture. City develops in the very best

tional,

way to suit its own people. It responds

People are attached to places just like

to its people, culture and time. City

they are attached to their families.

is a collective memory of events and

Place is a resonator of social, cultural,

racial,

religious,

human.”4

people that gets built over time and is

traditional and personal signiﬁcance.

passed on for numerous generations.

City is inextricable from the culture:

It is a cultural and social emergent.

it responds directly to human culture.

12

F2
Prizreni. An example of City with a Sense of Place. The cohesive fabric of red brick and white facade of the town emerged around the two holistic features of the city: the river and the mosques.
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Culture

“ Culture is the cumulative deposit of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, attitudes,
meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial relations, concepts of the
universe, and material objects and possessions acquired by a group of people in the course
of generations through individual and group striving.”5

to

and the way people value different at-

place. Culture is a direct inﬂuence

Culture

gives

meaning

tributes. Since early civilizations, cul-

on a city and vice-versa. It is the lo-

ture evolved with the settlement of new

cal divine culture that makes the city

towns and cities. Culture inﬂuences/

a “place” for its people.

shapes/dictates people’s behaviors.

Successful

cities emerge when its humans work

Culture

determines the way

start to intermingle with the local

we live, the way we work. It inﬂu-

existence. It is the these cultural at-

ences what we wear, eat, drink. The

tributes such as: beliefs, values, re-

way we celebrate, and show excite-

ligion, knowledge that turns a space

ment and how we feel about our-

into place. Culture affects perception

selves are cultural inﬂuences as well.

14
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Manifestation of Culture at Different Levels of Depth
Symbols, heroes, and rituals are the tangible or visual aspects of the practices of a culture6

16

“Cultural differences manifest themselves in different ways and differing levels of depth. Symbols represent the most superﬁcial and values the
deepest manifestations of culture, with heroes and rituals in between.”

7

SYMBOLS are words, gestures, pic-

desired objectives, but are considered

tures, or objects that carry a particu-

as socially essential. They are there-

lar meaning which is only recognized

fore carried out most of the times

by those who share a particular cul-

for their own sake (ways of greet-

ture. New symbols easily develop, old

ings, paying respect to others, re-

ones disappear. Symbols from one

ligious and social ceremonies, etc)8

particular group are regularly copied
by others. This is why symbols repre-

VALUES are broad tendencies for

8

preferences of certain state of affairs

sent the outermost layer of a culture.

to

others

(good-evil,

right-wrong,

HEROES are persons, past or pres-

natural-unnatural). Many values re-

ent,

pos-

main unconscious to those who hold

sess characteristics that are high-

them. Therefore they often cannot

ly prized in a culture. They also

be discussed, nor they can be di-

8

rectly observed by others. Values can

serve

real

as

or

ﬁctitious,

models

for

who

behavior.

only be inferred from the way people
RITUALS

are

collective

activities,

sometimes superﬂuous in reaching

17

act under different circumstances.8

peace sign,
ﬂag,
red,

Kosovo’s
Kosovo’s Culture:
Culture:

eagle
F4

: optimistic,
patriotic,
generous

F5
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: national dances, costumes, gatherings, prayers

F6

: Skenderbeu, Z.Pajaziti,

F8

F10
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F7

I.Rugova,

Mother Teresa

F9

F11

Memory

20

Where would we be without memory?

21

Memory

“Memory is as the affection: we remember the things
which

we

love

and

the

things

which

we

hate”12

Memories are images or rep-

Architecture can recall and sustain our

resentations of our past experiences.

personal, as well as collective memo-

They are signiﬁcant links that con-

ry. We need to strategically incorpo-

nect us to our culture, place, his-

rate out past into the present, to be

tory and heritage. They take us into

able to make a progressive future. As

the past, remind us where we came

Yi-Tuan states “past events make no

from; therefore they help us deﬁne

impact

our personalities as individuals and

they

our identity as a collective entity.

books,

Every place has memories, loca-

jovial festivals that are recognized

tion and identity, that categorizes its

to be part of the ongoing tradition”13

existence and the story of how this

In addition to Tuan’s suggestion about

place and the city

to be to

injection of memory, some active/in-

the present. Sometimes, we are un-

teractive ways are needed to incor-

aware of our history and our sto-

porate the past into people every-

came

on

are

the

present

memorialized

monuments,

in

and

unless
history
solemn

ry, intentionally or unintentionally,
as a collective entity.
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day life, as opposed to

just

a

passive way such as a museum.
According
College

Dictionary

to

the

Oxford

call my ﬁrst thanksgiving in US.
The french Philosopher, Henry Burg-

are

son would designate this example

the powers or processes of repro-

as: “association of similarity”, since

ducing or recalling what has been

the present perception acts in virtue

learned

of its likeness to past perceptions

and

“memories

pumpkin pie, smell it or taste it, I re-

retained

especially

through associative mechanisms”.14

15

.

Furthermore, he continues :”...after
all, everything resembles everything

Association Memory

else, it follows that anything can be
associated with anything.”16

I remember the ﬁrst Thanksgiving dinner in

So, we need speciﬁc triggers to be

the united states, with my host-family and

able to remember, otherwise there is

new friends in Jackson, Wyoming. Since I

a chance that the memories start to

am from different part of the world, dif-

decay and certain events of life may

ferent culture, we don’t have thanksgiving

be forgotten; for instance: thinking

holiday. So my ﬁrst experience was special

of pumpkin pie, smelling or tasting

and unforgettable. Lots of good food, tur-

it brings back the image of my ﬁrst

key and pumpkin pie in particular, lots of

thanksgiving holiday.

games; lot of fun.

It is through the integration of all our
senses that connections are reinter-

This memory is an example of assioci-

preted to form our place, culture,

ational memory. Everytime I think of

identity and simply a sense of being.

23

By using assiciation memory, I can

It’s a progressive work, as Bergson

take people back in history. When

states: “I study a lesson, and in or-

people hear the old hymn and other

der to learn it by heart I read it a

anncient songs, they will start to re-

ﬁrst time, accentuating every line; I

member how our old city used to be,

then repeat certain numbers of time.

full of culture, dances and happiness

At each repetition there is a progres-

and make them aware the fact that

sive; the words are more and more

we are losing those tradidition, if we

linked together, and at last make a

don’t pay attention to preservation.

continuous whole. When that moment

Studying further the writings

comes, it is said that I know my les-

of Bergson, I learned

a little more

son by heart, that it is imprinted on

about the certain types of memory.

my memory”18

Habitual and Pure, are two different

In addition, that’s the way we learn

types of human memory.

poems, we repeatedly read them, till
it’s learned by heart and we can say it

Habitual memory _ Active

without reading it. Other actions, such
as writing, driving, brushing you hair,

A habitual memory is the

are all examples of habitual memory

memory that is compiled after re-

as well.

peatedly performing a speciﬁc task

I will be able to intill and make part

By using habitual memory,

or action.17 An example that this phi-

of the people’s life, traditions that are

losopher gives is: by repeatedly read-

part of our native culture that have

ing a lesson until is learned by heart.

been lost over decades and centuries.

24

Pure memory

waking up after being in comma for
two weeks, is almost too hard to de-

“Pure memory is a spiritual manifestation.

scribe. It was Thursday at 4:15pm

With memory we are in very truth in the

when I was sitting next to him, feeling

19

domain of spirit”

his cold hand for two weeks then. The
hope was almost gone by this time.

Pure memory is a memory of personal

Trying to talk to him, trying to tell him

or collective events. As Bergson de-

that I was there for him, as useless.

ﬁnes it: ”Pure memory, in which each

He did not hear me, see me or feel my

unique moment of the past survives,

presence. He was like a dead body. A

20

is essentially detached from life.”

miracle happened, and he opened his

Pure memory is signiﬁcantly different

eyes. He could not talk, but I could see

than the Association Memory.

it in his eyes that he was very happy

While Association Memory is essen-

to see me. It was emotional to the

tially

similarities”,

fullest. The intensity of emotions en-

it is more general, or better to say

volved in pure memory, is by far more

“association

of

less personal, as opposed to pure

intense than association memory.

memory. Pure memory could be very

By using pure memory, people could

personal. The example that I gave

connect to the project in person-

before, recalling my ﬁrst thanksgiv-

al levels. A certain element, such

ing in the US is not nearly as per-

as a war sory, may be more emo-

sonal as the memory that I am about

tional to some people than the oth-

to share. Recalling my brother from

ers, based on their own experiences.

25

“Even now, when I try to remember..., the darkness does not lift but
becomes yet heavier as I think how
little we can hold in mind, how everything is constantly lapsing into
oblivion

with

every

extinguished

life, how the world is, as it were,
draining itself, in that the history of countless places and object
which themselves have no power of
memory is never heard, never described or passed on” W.G.SEBALD

21
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Architecture connects us with the dead;
through buildings we are able to imagine the bustle of the medieval street, and
picture solemn procession

approaching

the cathedral. The time of architecture is
a detained time; in the greatest of buildings time stands ﬁrmly still. In the Great
Peristyle at Karnak time has petriﬁed into
an immobile and timeless present. Time
and space are eternally locked into each
other in the silent spaces between these
immense columns; matter, space and time
fuse into one singular elemental experience, the sense of being.22 - Juhani Pallasma

27

Collective Memory

collective to its space, is that it helps us to grasp the signiﬁcance of the urban
structure, its individuality, and its architecture which is the form of this individuality”

23

Rossi

“The soul of the city”24 ac-

carry on the sense of “local divinity”26,

cording to Rossi, transforms into the

that otherwise can’t be experienced

history of the city; city’s distinctive

through books, song or other writ-

and deﬁnitive character, its memory.

ings. As time passes by, generations

City is a locus of Collective Memory.25

are changing; as a result, the only way

Memory which participates in the

to carry on importance and values of

transformation of spaces in the works

these collective works and the signiﬁ-

of the collective and it is associated with

cant history (other than writings) are

objects and places. As result, I think

through urban artifacts. In addition,

that the monuments that were works

as Lippard states, “History known is

of collective entities are extremely im-

a good thing, but history shared if far

portant for the values of a city. They

more satisfying and for reaching”27

28

Urban Artifacts
“...Persistence is an urban artifact often causes it to become identiﬁed as a monument,
and that a monument persists in the city both symbolically and physically. A monument’s
persistence or permanence is a result of its capacity to constitute the city, its history and
art, its being and memory”28 Rossi

“A city is deﬁned by its artifacts.”29

cial to understand the relationship be-

Artifacts are very crucial in the history

tween people and the city/city’s arti-

of a city, because they are the physi-

facts.

cal qualitative memory; without them

As Rossi states: “Architecture

the history and the memories of the

came into being along with the ﬁrst

city will gradually start to disappear.

traces of the city; it is deeply rooted

Furthermore, Rossi argues that a city

in the formation of civilization and is

must be studied and valued as some-

permanent, universally and neces-

thing constructed over time30; the

sary artifact.”31 In addition, he consid-

layers of complexity built over time,

ered as artifacts the individual build-

rather than particular pieces of archi-

ings that are rooted in society and

tecture. The reason that they are so

place. It is these artifacts that serve

important, is more than the fact that

as respirators for social memory. Ex-

they are ancient. The understanding of

periences of individuals through the

the city, its elements, its artifacts, its

city become moments of one’s life.

permanence should inform and inﬂu-

Furthermore, it

ence our designs for the local collec-

that compose an experiential city.

tive of people. I think it is really cru-

29

is these moments

Memory- activated through

SENSES

The sensory thoughts are integrated into the wisdom of
the body, without which artistic creation is impossible.32
We, as westerns, have qualiﬁed the sense of vision33, as the
“Mother Sense”, and suppress-

how the spaces feel to our sense of

ing other senses that connect us

touch as we walk along a textured

to place, history and that trig-

path or smooth conrete, the warmth

ger memory. This discremination of senses goes very back
to the time of Aristotle. He clas-

of the sun, or the chill of a cold winter day, the sound of the surrounding environment or the smells in the
air. As Pallasma states: by neglect-

siﬁes senses, by starting with

ing our senses when designing, es-

vision as the richest sense, fol-

pecially in the modern era, a dull

lowed by by sense of audition,

experience between nature and ar-

smell, taste and lastly and the

chitecture has been created. “The

least is the sense of touch34. All
senses that give us information
about different things and events
around us, should be paid attention to,
in the same way. We need to consider

Dominance of the eye and the supression of the other senses tends
to push us into detachment, isolation
and eteriority.”35 We need to incorporate all our sense, because as Pallasma continues: All the senses think.36

30

31

F12

“The fact that the modernist idiom has not generally been able to penetrate the surface of popular taste and values seems to be due to its onesided intellectual and visual emphasis; modernist design at large has
housed the intellect and the eye, but it has left the body and the other
senses, as well as our memories, imagination and dreams, homeless.”37

32

Since our vision is the least effective

forms a system; and sensory expe-

when recalling memories, a shift in

rience is unstable and alien to natu-

sensory stimulation is needed to cre-

ral perception, which we achieve

ated a more dynamic, memorable ex-

with our whole body all at once, and

perience.38 I think that we as young

which opens on a world of interacting

architects, need to make a revolution,

senses.”40

or just bring it to attention that other

Through

senses are equall or more important

can connect to a place, remember a

then vision. It is technology that it

place, create a history of our own.

driving everything toward the sense of

Every space has the ability to be re-

vision. The poster, the computer, 3D

membered, but it is the spaces that

virtual world, and the list goes on...

affect human’s all senses on an emo-

disconecting people from intimate and

tional level that will have an effect on

memorable experiences. When people

them. The sense of touch in particular

rely primarily on the sense of vision,

is very important to create a memori-

they loose their attachment to nature;

able place. To touch means to experi-

the other senses and memories are

ence a sense of “nearness, intimacy,

39

sensory

engagment,

we

forgotten.

veracity and identiﬁcation.41

As Pallasma states again: “Our body is

Architects

in the world as the heart is in the or-

emotional experiences by integrating

ganism; it keeps the visible spectacle

our senses.

constantly alive, it breathes life into
it and sustains it inwardly, and with it

33

can

create

memorable

City

of

Participation
Prishtina-1950’s

F13

The city of Sensory Engagement

34

City

of

Alienation
Prishtina-2008

F14

The modern city of sensory deprivation

35

36

In the next few pages, a history
timeline will be shown (with intenet).
A timeline that shows the layers of history throughout thousands of years.
It shows the historical events that
structered the formation of the entity, Albanians; formation of the country, language, culture and tradition.
Past century, 20th century, and the
ﬁrst decade of the 21st century are
shown in more detail, since the events
that took place at these particular
times, are direct inﬂuences on the
issues that my thesis is addressing.
It shows the events that attempted
to destroyed the city Prishtina and its
culture, which they did to some extant.

37

The historical beginning of people known as

Illyrians
600BC

1000 BC

Ancestors of Albanians

Illyrians communicationsymbols that are supposed to be influenced from ancient Greeks

F15

1 AD

500BC

165 AD- Illyria was under Roman control

1AD- Christianity comes into Illyrian
popullated areas

232 BC- The first Illyrian queen Teuta

Illyria Kingdon reaches its peak

s
r
a
re w

fo
e
b
es

i
r
o
rrit

e
t
n
nia

n
a
i
r
Illy

a
b
l
/A

t
f
a
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s
r
a
er w

i
r
o
t
rri

e
t
n
ania

lI lyr

lb
A
/
ian

600

200

150 AD- Ptolemey, the geographer and astronomer from Alexandria drafts a map; this map
shows the city of Albanopolis. He
also mentions the Illyrian tribe
Albanoi.

Illyrian money

F16

Albania is independent Illyrian land

http://timelines.ws/countries/ALBANIA.HTML

Illyrian territories occupiedKosovo occupied
by slavs. Those territories included Kosovo
too.

1100

1000

900

800

700

Christianity devides into Catholic and Orthodox churches. South
Albanian lands to Orthodox and
north Albanian land into catholic

Slav tribes settle into the terriroies
of the present day Slovenia, Bosnia, Montenegro and Serbia and
assimilate the Illyrian popullation
of their region. The Illyrians on
the south avert assimilation

SKENDERBEU

National Hero- Skenderrbeu
The hero during Ottoman Empire wars. There is a statue of him in Prishtina, and
Tirana(capitol city of Albania)

F17

1600

1500

1400

1300

1200

1468- SKENDERBEU dies

1444- Successful battle of Albanians
against Otoman Empire. National
hero SKENDEBEU freed lot of
territories

Mosque of Carshia- First iconical
building of Ottoman Empire in the city

1385- Albanians under Otoman Empire

http://timelines.ws/countries/ALBANIA.HTML

1920

1914-1918 World War I- Italia and
Serbia ﬁghting over Kosovo’s land

1912- Albania gets independent.
Kosovo remains under serbian
regime
1900

1861- First Albanian school, using
albanian alphabet and Albanian
language
1800

1700

Between 17th and 18th century, 2/3 of
Albanian popullation was converted to

ISLAM

Mosque of CarshiaThe oldest Building in the City
Mosque of Carshia- marks the beginning of
the old town center. It was built on the early
XV-century, and it’s the oldest building in the
city. In the past, it overlooked the old covered
bazaar of Prishtina. Today, nothing is left from
the old bazaar as result of Serbian destroyment. The name of the Carshia mosque serves
as a reminder of the old bazaar.
Many subsequent repair works have changed
the original look of the mosque, but its symbol- the unique topped minaret - has survived
F18 for more than 600 years.

1960

1950

1940

1930

strations by ethnic Albanians in Kosovo

1968- First pro-independence demon-

1946 Kosovo was granted autonomous status within Serbia

After WWII- Jewish population moved
to Israel, jewish cemetary is stil preserved cultural space

1945 World War II- Kosovo still
remains under Yugoslavia

1929- Yugoslavia Kingdon is formed

Communist motto: Destroy the old____

1999

1990

1980

1970

KLA

1998 to june 1999-Massive
war and serbian violence in
Kosovo

1996 Pro-independence rebel Kosovo
Liberation Army ﬁrst emerges

1990-Serbian authorities abolished Kosovo’s parliament

1989- Miloseviç brought an end
to the province’s autonomy

1980’s River VELLUSHA was covered, tuned into sewage system

1974- Newly drafted Yugoslavian constitution declares Kosovo to be an autonomous province.

1970’s River VELLUSHA was covered, tuned into sewage system

____build the

new!
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2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999
End of the Ethnic war, Nato intervantion-

UNM

Over 2,000 people are still missing from the war. Albanian families who lost their loved family member feels that the government is not doing anything to help them ﬁnd their bodies.
They wish there would be a place dedicated to these people, where their names and their
patriots could be put up. As a result, people hanged their family member’s pictures on the

F21

2000 people missing

fence of government building; as a reminder that something need to get done for them.

kosovo

2009

in

INDEPENDENCY

mission

2008

17 February 2008- Kosovo got its

nation

2007

2006

2005

IK

united

F22
Art piece for the Independence day of Kosovo - New born country 2008

F23

M

DOMICIDE

54

55

GENOCIDE

EMORCIDE

Places that Serbians targeted to Deconstruct/RUIN
the city, its cultural heritage and its Identity. It was a
way to disconnect people from place and erase memory.

56

Mosque (have been reconstructed.
the minaret is original)

Bazaar (doesn’t exist anymore)
Mosque (doesn’t exist anymore)
Church (doesn’t exist anymore)
Public Bath (doesn’t exist anymore)
River
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case

58

studies
- The Berlin Holocaust Memorial
Peter Eisenman

-Jewish

Museum

of

Berlin

Daniel Libeskind

- Holocaust Memorial, Boston
Stanley and Natoma Architects

59

__

Holocaust Memorial - Peter Eisenman

60

____Silence

n

61

F24

Holocaust

memorial

of

Berlin

was design by Peter Eisenman. It
was completed on 2005. It is an entire city block covered in concrete
blocks. Some of the “stelae” and the
others as tall as 4.7m (15.5 ft.). The
2,711 concrete pillars, planted close

insecure,

little

hope

of

escape”43

This piece of architecture was criticized as overly abstracted. In response to that, Eisenman built an underground information center, which
provides visitors with historical facts
and

a

context

otherwise

lacking.

Furthermore, the architect remains

together in an undulating wave, that

adamant that the memorial that he

represent 6 million murdered Jews.42

designed is both perfect in its SYM-

One of the Eisenman’s primary aims

BOLISM, and a necessary aid to

has been to integrate the memo-

atonement. Eisenman states again :

rial and its landscape to the city and

“It stands there, silent. The one who

make it part of the city.

has to talk is you.”44 In conclusion, it

These concrete blocks make uneven

seems that the intentions of the ar-

corridors; walking down on of the

chitect was to design a memorial, that

passages is disorienting and scary.

is active (rather than a passive mu-

You can not see if somebody is ap-

seum); where people interact with it

proaching you, nor who is behind you.

in daily bases; as he states again: “I

The tilting ground and the lack of the

think people will eat their lunch on the

vision indicates some small idea of

pillars. I am sure skateboarders will

the Jewish people experiences from

use it as well. People will dance on top

World War II.

of the pillars. All kinds of unexpected

“Your

past

As Eisenman states:

snatches

away,

your

things are going to happen”45
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UNDULATED WAVE-integrated in the city
F25

LITTLE HOPE OF ESCAPE
F26

CHILDREN PLAYING
F27

PEOPLE GATHERING
F28

63

The Jewish Museum- Daniel Libeskind

64

65

The Jewish Museum located in

or not be aware of. In addition, expe-

Berlin, designed by Daniel Libeskind is

riential cues such as distant sounds of

a different museum in the way that it

the public, but not being able to see

displays info and history. Unlike other

them is disturbing to some level.47

museum, it a more of an experiential

The key in this museum is that the

space rather than display space. It

architect can exert inﬂuence upon

tells the story of Holocaust and Jew-

viewer’s experiences without the me-

ish people, without instillations or ar-

dium of the anecdote, and to be able

tifacts. There’s no literal showcase of

to place the visitor to the actual his-

information. Instead, it tells the story

torical event, or just get a feeling for

of Holocaust through activating the

the tragic historical event.

senses to make the feelings, experi-

The photo on the previous page,

ences and the stories of the Jewish

“The Unspeakable Absence”, is a part

entity. The Jewish history is expe-

of the building that represents, as

rienced to some extant through the

Libeskind stated “what has been lost

interplays of light, orientation, sound

and will never be set right again.”

and texture.

46

48

The “lost cubature” is to make us

The tunnels, the voids and the court-

aware of the “unspeakable absence.”

yards develop feelings similar to that

The architect, clearly becomes the

of the events of Holocaust.

poet of the space in this case.49 When

The obstructed views overwhelm the

the visitors arrive at the entrance,

visitors with emotion and awareness

they descend along a path, which is a

of the past tragic event, that they may

“contemporary realization of the need

66

for labyrinth ”as shown on the photo
on the right. Very dimly lit steps lead
the visitors down to the dungeons; the
sense of engulﬁng darkness is intentionally very acute. This path ends with
meeting point of three passages, “the
crossroads”. One of the passages, the
one to the right, is a dead end where
gradually drops down. A corridor that

F29
Descent into Abyss
relatively simple way the feeling of

make people feel very cornered and

threat,

oppresses. Because of the harsh con-

ment has been created” (same as

crete walls, every little whisper and

it was for Jewish people in WWII).51

noise is unavoidably heard. The only

“Uncertainty”- to survive in this jour-

source of light in this particular space

ney, seems the main idea all along.

is located at the top of the tower; as it

Standing o in the garden a whole el-

the ﬂoor rises up to, and the ceiling

50

uncertainty

and

imprison-

After

evation of the museum is tilted; which

being in this dim space for a while,

translates to “the journey that the en-

your visitors eyes get used to dark-

tire ship is tilting”, deviated from nor-

ness and that’s when they realize that

mality indicates the sense of uncer-

there is a stair by the light at the top,

tainty. At the end, you get to a more

which is out of their reach. It is unat-

lit space “ The hope for Liberation.”52

seemed as “the only way out.”

tainable. As Libeskind states, “in a

67

F30

THE CROSSROADS

F31

THE ONLY WAY OUT

68

F32

UNCERTAINTY

69

F33

HOPE FOR LIBERATION

Holocaust Memorial - Stanley Saitowitz and Natoma Architects

70

F34

71

Personal experiences

F35

Luminous glass tower
F36

“I hope that visitors to the Memorial take away with them the ungraspable nature of
the Holocaust, the completley overwhelming, inexplocable dimension of dimension. And
coupled with that, a sense op hope that survival and the building of this memorial make
possible.” Stanley Saitowitz, Architect 53

72

6 million numbers F37

F38

Look at these towers, passerby, and try to imagine what they really mean - what
they symbolize - what they evoke. They evoke an era of incommensurate darkness, an era in history when civilization lost its humanity and humanity its soul . . .”
“We must look at these towers of memory and say to ourselves, No one should
ever deprive a human being of his or her right to dignity. No one should ever
deprive anyone of his or her right to be a sovereign human being. No one should
ever speak again about racial superiority... We cannot give evil another chance.”54
Elie Wiesel
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The Memorial design consists of six

all. Instead it cues memory with only

luminous glass towers, as tall as ﬁfty-

text, text explaining the historical

four feet high, which are lit internaly.

events of the Holocaust, text of pris-

Each one of this glass towers if named

oner’s identiﬁcation numbers, and

after a death camp. There are 6 mil-

most touching, text of statements

lion numbers etched in the glass. 6

from

million people represent 6 million vic-

The use of text, really gets the point

tims of Holocaust. Furthermore, in-

across. It informs without inserting

scribed in the glass panels at the base

images into the mind of the viewer

of the Memorial’s tower are state-

evoking imagination and interpreta-

ments ehich represent a range of per-

tion. This memorial is an inspiration

sonal experiences, from the horrors

for it enthralls the viewer with its abil-

of camp life to acts of resistance.

ity to recall memories of the Holo-

The memorial design arouses acts of

caust, yet leaves them with memory

memory, response and understanding

and hope. The architects deﬁne the

as many as there are visitors to the

memorial and the six towers as “em-

Memorial itself.55

blems of faith, a covenant of trust that

This project contains no photos of the

memorializes a collective evil.56 They

Holocaust, in fact, no images at

are towers of hope and aspiration

the

prisoners

themselves.
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F39

site

76

analysis

77

-Area: of 10,908 square kilometers
or 4,212 sq miles
-Population: 2.2 million
-Ethnic groups:
92% Albanians
5.3% Serbs
2.7% others
-Density 220/km2 or 500/sq mi
-Prishtina’a pop: 600 thousand
-The highest peak: is eravica-2656 m
-One of the most under-developed
economies in Europe

78

Site Selection- “Mother Teresa” Boulevard

Map of Prishtina
Prishtina lies in the geographical coordinates 42° 40’ 0” North and 21° 10’ 0”
East. It covers 572 square kilometres
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River “Vellusha”, now turned
into sewage system

Destroyed church, now it’s a
hotel

80

Mosque-TARGETED

Destroyed bazzar; -now ofﬁce building

Destroyed public baths, now
it’s a government building/ofﬁces

81

82
8
2

1_Existing park

2_Museum of Kosovo

3_Mosque-TARGETED

4_Retail + Residental

5_Destroyed bazzar;-now ofﬁce building

6_Busy street

7_Destroyed public baths, now
it’s a government building/ofﬁces

8_Existing park
9_National Hero Statue
10_Union building
Historic preservation

Ofﬁce building

11_National theatre
12_Restaurant/BAR

13 Destroyed church, now it is a hotel

14 “Mother Teresa” boulevard
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SITE 1- The Destructed MOSQUE that got rebuilt

Open Park
Pe d e s t r i a n /
sidewalk

Museum
Fountain

The MOSQUE
Street

Commercial

Street_with
heavy trafﬁc

88

SITE 2 & 3- The BAZAAR and BATHS that are destroyed

BAZAAR is destroyed
(now, parlament house)

Street_with
heavy trafﬁc
Open space
Commercial

Street

PUBLIC BATHS
(now, goverment bld)

Boulevard
(pedestrians only)

Park
Commercial
Statue of national hero
Historic Preservation
(hotel build in 40’s)

89

SITE 4- The destructed CHURCH, now a Hotel

Historic Preservation
(hotel build in 40’s)
Boulevard
(pedestrians only)

Ofﬁce Building
National Theatre

Restaurant/Bar
Fast Food
Bus Station
Ofﬁces
CHURCH is destroyed
(now a Hotel)
Commercial + Ofﬁces
Street_with
heavy trafﬁc
Street
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SITE 5- THE RIVER-covered and turned into sewage

The MOSQUE
BAZAAR is destroyed
(now, parlament house)

PUBLIC BATHS
(now, goverment bld)

THE RIVER

now covered and turned
into sewage system

CHURCH is destroyed
(now a Hotel)
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Program:

Essences/importances

By studying closely the places and ar-

stroyed artifacts/places:

of

the

de-

tifacts that were targets for destroyment, such as :the river, religious

Light, shadow

monuments, public baths and bazzar,

Materiality

I was trying to ﬁnd the essence or the

Vision,

importance of these places, that con-

sacred

nected people to place and deﬁned

Smell

their social networks, culture, iden-

Hear

tity. In addition I will plan/design to

Taste

instill these qualities in the new ar-

Making

chitecture, that would create a sense

Gathering

of place again, sense of culture and

Eating

heritage.

Courtyard

Another important part of the project

Texture

is instilling the memories of the last

Scale

war. Trying to make sure that we will

Art

always be embracing those who made

Health

the ultimate sacriﬁce for this place.

Socialize

As said by Lin, “we have to be able

Seasonal

to accept the loss to be able to over-

Reflectivity

come it. By creating spaces that put

Still

the viewer in the past historical

Sound/silence

events, which may be consequenced

Refractivity

by emotions.
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Gathering seemed to be the most-

-In addition to having these series of

common activity of all this spaces.

gathering spaces, with different feel/
atmospheres, I need to make sure

Creating series of gathering spaces,

that this place will be active; people

that would deﬁne the new HISTORI-

would be active witnesses of events

CAL/CULTURAL/EXPERIENTAL district.

that happened, witnesses that are part
of the new culture that be made.

Gathering spaces, that instill the optimism for making culture

As result, I am going to incorporate a
local Bazaar, that would bring people
in regular people.

- Series of gathering spaces with dif-

-Because of the strategic ways that

ferent sensory qualities, that would

the bazaar was destroyed, the local

trigger memories of different events.

“specialty” goods, are not located in

Spaces where you would:

one place, or one street as it used to

-Hear the national songs,

be. They are scattered all over the

-See traditional dances/colors

city.

-Smell the native food
-Meditate and relax/clear
minds as we were standing
by the river, that we don’t
have anymore.
-Sense the sacred - Silence,
-Integrate water symbolically,
-BAZAAR
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FINAL PROJECT IMAGES

Bazaar perspective
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Restaurant perspective
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section perspective1
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section perspective2
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section perspective3

98

section perspective4
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102
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